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“ YOUR DREAM SWIMMING POOL… WILL BE COMING TRUE NOW ”

Build an oasis in your own backyard reflecting your
own style. Enjoy the pleasure of a beautiful swimming
pool in the most eco-friendly and cost effective way.

PRIVATE SWIMMING POOLS
PUBLIC SWIMMING POOLS
SWIMMING POOL - SAFETY MEASURES
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Pools can be either indoors or outdoors. They can be of any size and shape, and in ground or above
ground. Most pools are permanent fixtures, while others are temporary, collapsible structures.

PRIVATE SWIMMING POOLS
Private pools are usually smaller than public pools, on average 12 ft × 24 ft (3.7 m × 7.3 m) to 20 ft
× 40 ft (6.1 m × 12 m) whereas public pools usually start at 80 ft (24 m). Home pools can be permanently
built-in, or be assembled above ground and disassembled after summer. Privately owned outdoor pools in
backyards or gardens started to proliferate in the 1950s in regions with warm summer climates.
Private pools are increasingly a feature of homes in greater latitudes. For example, in India many
larger homes are now refurbished with indoor and outdoor pools, usually in the backyard or in a conservatory.

PUBLIC SWIMMING POOLS
Public pools are often part of a larger leisure centre or recreational complex. These centres often have
more than one pool, such as an indoor heated pool, an outdoor (chlorinated or ozonated) pool which may be
heated or unheated, a shallower children’s pool, and a paddling pool for toddlers and infants.
Many public swimming pools are rectangles 25 m or 50 m long, but they can be any size and shape.
There are also elaborate pools with artificial waterfalls, fountains, splash pads, wave machines, varying
depths of water, bridges, and island bars.
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SWIMMING POOL - SAFETY MEASURES
As a precautionary measure, Government has introduced many rules and regulations to avoide casualties. Many products exist, such as removable baby fences, floating alarms and window / door alarms. Some
pools are equipped with computer-aided drowning prevention or other forms of electronic safety and security systems. Suspended ceilings in indoor swimming pools are safety-relevant components. The selection of
materials under tension should be done with care. Especially the selection of unsuitable stainless steels can
cause problems with stress corrosion cracking.

WHAT WE DO…….
We, at Sun & Black Flowers has been providing quality swimming pool, Jacuzzi Spa, Endless Pool or
Sauna a reality for many satisfied customers over the years. Our team is dedicated to giving their all to see
that the pool they have installed is everything the customer could want.
With over 15 years of experience in the swimming pool business, Sun & Black Flowers has built a
reputation for superior quality work, outstanding customer service and honesty with our customers. We
pride ourselves on our relationships with our customers and the amount of referral business that we get
indicates to us that people are very much pleased with our work and our company so each and every day we
strive to continue those relationships and build new ones. So, Sun & Black Flowers is the right and ultimate
choice for your swimming pool and hot tub needs.

Wait for many more informations about the latest Hi-tech Infinity pools in our next issue......
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